TILLAMOOK COUNTYREWITNESS  #138

SEC. 25
T. 3 N. R. 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO 3N10 Pages 9 & 10
MAP F-2-6 Survey for C. Stephens by W.E. Anderson
MAP A-1797 Survey for C. Stephen by W.E. Carlisle
REFER TO SURVEY NOTES BY J.L. Carlisle for
CHAS. STEPHENS SEC. 25 T9R10W
MAP F-25-8 for bridge site by O.H. Schrader

CONDITION FOUND:
USING ANDERSON'S MAP F-2-6, J.L.
CARLISLE RETURN MEANDOR CORNER

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" Iron Pipe with 8" Brass Cap in 8" Tile with Cement
*96 *Hat Section S. 80W

NEW ACCESSORY:
Hub Tack in foundation S21°E 34'9"
Hub Tack in foundation S48°E 37'54"
Finish nail in 9" Willow 232' a S10°W 30' 62" Scribed

COMMENTS: CORNER WAS RESET BY TRANSIT TIE.
REFER TO MAP A-1797 BY JOHN L. CARLISLE.

Owner plans to clear area & remove most available trees
Owner plans to improve area & as a result I set no hat section

IN THE PRESENCE OF: George Ursey
Gale Arthur

DATE: 10/20/69 PHOTO:

* = County corner tag affixed.